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The application area of supercritical fluid chromatography expanded tremen-
dously over the last years and more polar analytes such as biomolecules have
become accessible. The growing interest in biopharmaceuticals and associated
regulatory requirements demand alternative analytical tools. The orthogonal
nature of supercritical fluid chromatography compared to reversed-phase liquid
chromatography meets these needs andmakes it a useful option during research
and development.
In this study, we present a systematic approach for the development of a
supercritical fluid chromatography method for fingerprinting of tyrothricin,
a complex therapeutic peptide covering a mass range from 1200 to 1900 Da.
The substance was chosen due to the presence of cyclic and linear pep-
tides and isomeric or highly similar amino acid sequences. Different column
chemistries covering neutral, basic, and zwitterionic functionalities in combi-
nation with acidic, basic, and neutral additives were screened. Subsequently,
Design-of-Experiments principles were utilized to perform optimization of the
chromatographic parameters. The final mass spectrometry-compatible gradient
method using a diol stationary phase, carbon dioxide, and a modifier consisting
of methanol/water/methanesulfonic acid (100:2:0.1, v:v:v) was found to pro-
vide orthogonality and superior resolution to other methods published. Isomeric
peptide compounds coeluting in reversed-phase liquid chromatography were
resolved by applying the final method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Analytical SFC experienced a remarkable comeback over
the last few years. Its application area was expanded
tremendously from rather nonpolar to more polar mole-
cules allowing the separation of a broad polarity range
using a single gradient [1, 2]. Polar biomolecules (nucle-
otides and peptides) thus became accessible [3]. The grow-
ing interest in peptides used as therapeutics [4] comeswith
a growing need for analytical tools that can be used in qual-
ity control. Currently, RP-LC is the central technique in
this area. Complementary knowledge about the presence
of additional compounds is of primary interest, especially
in the early stages of the development of pharmaceuticals.
An orthogonal separation of a specific sample provid-
ing this information often is hardly achieved by applying
RP-LC exclusively but can be generated by SFC [5].
Various working groups reported the use of SFC for the

analysis of peptides. Cyclosporine [6], gramicidin [7–9],
mixtures of chemical diverse peptides [10–13], or isomeric
peptide pairs [14, 15]were used to demonstrate its potential.
Even longer chain peptides up to 40 amino acids [9, 12] or
larger glycoproteins up to 80 kDa were separated success-
fully [16, 17]. Most recently, an optimization approach of a
purity method for a set of 76 linear and cyclic short-chain
peptides (< 800 Da) was published. The authors utilized
Derringer’s desirability functions to define the overall best
conditions for a single method covering all 76 peptides
based on a limited number of experiments [18]. The orthog-
onality of RP-LC and SFC was studied subsequently for
43 of these peptides by the same group demonstrating an
advantage of SFC over RP-LC due to less coelution and
stronger retention. On the other hand, smaller additional
peaks were detected via RP-LC [19].
In SFC, carbon dioxide is used as the major part of

the eluent. Methanol (MeOH) is often added as a mod-
ifier. Water up to 7 % can be added to the modifier to
increase the modifier’s eluotropic strength and enhance
the chromatographic performance for highly polar sub-
stances [20]. Different additives (ammonia, ammonium
acetate, and others) were demonstrated to improve the
separation of biomolecules [21–23]. Carbonate and hydro-
gen carbonate ions in the effluent were detected when
a composition of water, carbon dioxide, and ammonia
was used. The carbonate ions were proposed to cause a
chaotropic effect enhancing the chromatographic separa-
tion of biomolecules [21]. Recently methanesulfonic acid
(MSA) became a popular additive [22, 24], even if its suc-
cessful usage was already reported in 1999 [13]. Its high
acidity and potential to mask amino functionalities of pep-
tides were hypothesized to enable separation of the same
by SFC through synergistic effects if combined with amino
derivatized stationary phases [24].

The general applicability of SFC for distinctly different
peptides was proven and its beneficial use for the purifi-
cation or isolation of single compounds of interest was
demonstrated [23, 25]. However, very few studies have
focused on methods providing sufficient selectivity to ful-
fill today’s requirements for the application as a purity
control method or the identification of a fingerprint of a
complex therapeutic peptide.
With this work, we contribute to the application of

SFC in peptide analysis and demonstrate its advantages.
The complex peptide antibiotic tyrothricin, manufactured
through fermentation processes, was chosen as an ideal
model. It contains two groups of peptides: linear grami-
cidins and cyclic tyro- and tryptocidines (Figure 1) [26, 27].
The high number of structures possessing a high chemi-
cal similarity and covering a mass range of 1200–1900 Da
made this complex of polypeptides a good candidate for
this study. A systematic method development approach
was applied. After defining the goals of the chromato-
graphic method, the potential impact of the individual
chromatographic parameters was ranked and investigated
accordingly. Peak capacity, resolution and peak-to-valley
ratio were applied as indicators for the chromatographic
performance and optimized via a Design-of-Experiments
(DoE) workflow. Finally, the optimized method was com-
pared to a published RP-LCmethod [28], demonstrating its
orthogonality and advantages.

2 MATERIALS ANDMETHODS

2.1 Chemicals and reagents

Tyrothricin chemical reference substance supplied by the
European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines (Stras-
bourg, France) was dissolved in MeOH/water (90:10, v:v)
to receive a concentration of 2 mg/ml and was used as a
stock solution. MeOH and ACN (LC gradient-grade) were
bought from VWR (Darmstadt, Germany). Milli-Q water
was prepared freshly before use via a Merck Milli-Q sys-
tem (Darmstadt, Germany) and carbon dioxide (99.995%)
was derived fromAir Liquide (Berlin, Germany). TFA (LC-
grade, ≥99.0 %) and MSA (≥99.0%) were derived from
Sigma Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany), aqueous ammo-
nia solution (25%) and ammonium acetate (for analysis)
were supplied by Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).

2.2 Stationary phases

The following stationary phases were used for the SFC
experiments: Torus Diol, Torus 2-PIC, Viridis BEH 2-
EP from Waters (Eschborn, Germany), and a Nucleodur
HILIC from Macherey-Nagel (Dinslaken, Germany). The
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F IGURE 1 Chemical structures of the linear Val-Gramicidin A (A) and the cyclic Tyrocidine C (B) [27]

dimension of all columns was 3.0 × 100 mm. The particle
size was 1.7 μm for all columns from Waters and 1.8 μm
for the HILIC column. An Acquity CSH C18 column,
2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 μm, from Waters (Eschborn, Germany)
was used for the LC experiment.

2.3 Instrumentation and software

The chromatographic experiments were performed using
a Waters Acquity UPC2 SFC system equipped with a
binary pump, a 4-port column manager with active elu-
ent pre-heaters, an Acquity UPC2 photodiode array (PDA)
detector, an Acquity UPC2 convergence manager (back
pressure regulator) and anAcquity TQD (triple quadrupole
mass spectrometer with an ESI source). A fixed-leak inter-
face was used to connect the SFC system to the MS and a
make-up solvent was provided through aWaters 515 make-
up pump.AnAcquityUPLCH-Class systemequippedwith
a quaternary pump, a column manager with active eluent
pre-heaters and an Acquity PDA detector hyphenated to
the sameAcquity TQDmass spectrometer was used for the
comparison of the SFC and UHPLC method. Empower 3
was used for system control, data acquisition, and process-
ing. Fusion QbD from S-Matrix (Eureka, USA) was used
to visualize the DoE. The 2-D graphs were calculated via
Microsoft Excel.

2.4 Development of the SFCmethod

Initially, a generic gradient from 25 to 95% B in 15 min was
applied at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min using MeOH/water
(100:2, v:v) as eluent B. As additives 0.1% ammonia (v:v),
ammonium acetate (m:v), TFA (v:v), or MSA (v:v) were
used. The column temperature was set to 50◦C and back-

pressure to 1500 psi. Four stationary phases were screened
(see Section 2.2). Tyrothricin (1 mg/ml) was injected.
In the next step, the gradient time was prolonged to
25 min (25–80% B) to receive a better separation. The
gradient was applied using the four columns and addi-
tives tested before. Due to inferior performance TFA was
excluded. UV detection at 220 nm was used for all exper-
iments. The number of peaks, peak width and shape
and the overall separation of the compounds were used
to assess the stationary phases and additives. The best
combination was kept for further optimization: the diol
column and eluent B consisting of MeOH/water/MSA
(100:2:0.1, v:v:v).
In the first optimization experiment, the impact of

the flow rate was studied and thus varied from 0.5 to
1.1 ml/min. Backpressure and column temperature were
maintained. A gradient from 25 to 64%Bwas run in 20min.
To better compare the performance of the individual runs,
a normalized sample concentration was prepared via dilu-
tion of the stock solution to study the impact of flow rate
and gradient time (10, 20, and 30min) on the peak capacity.
The ratio of the analyte concentrationwas adjusted equiva-
lently to the flow rate, for example, 0.5 mg/ml was injected
at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min.
In the following experiment, the flow rate was kept con-

stant at 0.7ml/min. The backpressurewas varied from 1500
to 2500 psi, the column temperature from 30 to 50◦C and
the gradient time between 23 and 30 min reaching 55% B.

2.5 Final SFCmethod

A Torus Diol column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 μm) was used
for the final method. The column temperature was set
to 41◦C and the backpressure to 1500 psi at a flow rate
of 0.7 ml/min. Carbon dioxide was used as eluent A.
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Eluent B (modifier) consisted of MeOH/water/MSA
(100:2:0.1, v:v:v) and 1 μl of tyrothricin (1.0 mg/ml) was
injected. The following gradient profile was applied: 0–
30 min: 25–55% B, 30–31 min: 55–25% B, 31–35 min: 25% B.
Chromatograms were recorded at 220 nm using UV detec-
tion. A make-up (0.1 ml/min) consisting of MeOH/formic
acid (100/0.1, v/v) was added for the SFC-MS experiments
via the fixed leak interface. The MS was operated in posi-
tive ESI mode. The total ion chromatogram was recorded
(m/z 500–1500) and used for peak tracking. The following
MS settings were applied: cone voltage 30 V, capillary
voltage 3.0 kV, source temperature 120◦C, desolvation gas
temperature: 250◦C and desolvation gas flow: 500 L/h.

2.6 Orthogonal UHPLCmethod

For method comparison, a method was adapted [28]. A
CSH C18 column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.7 μm) was set to 40◦C
at a flow rate of 0.35 ml/min. Water/ACN/TFA (95/5/0.1,
v/v/v) and water/ACN/TFA (5/95/0.1, v/v/v) were used as
eluent A and B, respectively. The following gradient pro-
file was applied: 0–10.5 min: 40–90% B, 10.5–11.9 min: 90%
B, 11.9–12.6 min: 90–40% B, 12.6–16.8 min: 40% B. Chro-
matograms were recorded at 220 nm using UV detection.
For MS detection, the parameters described in Section 2.5
were used.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Definition of the method goals

In the beginning, goals were set for the future method:
improvement of the resolution of the fingerprint, UV and
MS compatibility, and orthogonality to existing methods
[26–28].
The potential impact of the chromatographic parame-

ters on the selectivity and thus the resolution of the finger-
print was ranked as follows: column chemistry > additive
type> gradient time/end%B> column temperature> flow
rate > backpressure. The parameters were studied based
on this ranking. Column chemistry and potential additives
were screened first.

3.2 Screening of additives and column
chemistry

Different stationary phases providing neutral, basic, and
zwitterionic chemistries were chosen to evaluate the
impact on the selectivity: diol, amino (2-EP and 2-PIC),
or sulfobetaine (HILIC) derivatization. Two peak groups

(Figure 2C,D) were separated via the diol and zwitteri-
onic derivatized stationary phase. Due to the integration
of MS detection in the final step (see Section 3.3), these
were identified as cyclic or linear peptides. The lin-
ear gramicidins containing alkyl or aromatic sidechains,
mainly from leucine, tryptophan and valine, were eluted
as the first group (retention time [Rt]: 6–8 min). The
cyclic compounds containing more polar sidechains from
tyrosine, asparagine or glutamine were stronger retained
(Rt: > 10 min). The amino-functionalized stationary
phases (Figure 2A,B) showed an inferior selectivity result-
ing in an elution in a smaller Rt window, which disqual-
ified these columns for further optimization steps. Much
higher retention was observed on the zwitterionic than on
the diol functionality, resulting in broader peaks, which
is in line with the results reported in other studies ear-
lier for other peptides [24]. Due to the higher retention,
a better resolution of the peaks of the linear group was
achieved, which on the other hand, caused a worse sep-
aration of the cyclic peptides. The overall separation and
the number of smaller peaks not detected on the sulfo-
betaine phase made the diol the better suited stationary
phase.
Based on the literature summarized in the introduction,

additives covering basic, neutral and acidic as well as ion-
pairing characteristics were selected: ammonium acetate,
TFA, ammonia, andMSA. The addition of water in a small
amount was considered mandatory to improve the peak
shape. An increase from 2 to 5% was also tested, but no
distinct effect except slightly earlier elution and increased
backpressure were observed. TFA (Figure 2A3) showed
the worst performance based on the number of peaks and
overall resolution detected on all columns. The other addi-
tives were comparable. Ammonium acetate (Figure 2A4)
caused a baseline drift and thus was excluded. MSA
(Figure 2A2) and ammonia (Figure 2A1) were comparable
with MSA, resulting in a group of smaller well-separated
peaks (Rt: 8.5–9.5 min) between the two groups of major
peaks. Thus, MSA combined with the diol column was
chosen for further optimization.

3.3 Optimization of chromatographic
parameters

The goal of the following experiment was to evaluate the
impact of the flow rate and the gradient time. Initially, the
effect on the selectivity of the column temperature was
ranked higher than the flow rate. As the column temper-
ature influences the backpressure and thus would have
limited the flow rate to a smaller range if varied simul-
taneously, it was decided to study the temperature in the
subsequent step. While a Van-Deemeter plot traditionally
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F IGURE 2 SFC-UV chromatogram of tyrothricin separated on different stationary phases ([A] 2-PIC, [B] 2-EP, [C] HILIC, and [D] Diol)
using 2% water and 0.1% methanesulfonic acid (MSA) (v/v) as the mobile phase additives in modifier methanol (MeOH). A comparison of the
different additives ([A1] ammonia, [A2] MSA, [A3] TFA, and [A4] ammonium acetate) in combination with the diol column is shown

is used for the characterization of isocratic methods, the
consideration of the peak capacity was demonstrated to
be a viable parameter for the characterization of gradient
methods [29–31]. Aminimum of 0.5 ml/min was necessary
to maintain sufficient pressure and thus compression of
themobile phase. Anunstable baselinewas observedwhen
the flowwas further reduced. A flow rate of 1.1 ml/minwas
estimated as the maximum based on the pressure limit of
the instrument used.
Representative peaks, resolved sufficiently in all chro-

matograms, were chosen (Figure 3A), and the peak width
of the selected peaks at 50 % height (W50%) was calculated.
The following equation, including the gradient time (tG),
was used to calculate the peak capacity (P) according to
Wren [32]:

P = 1 +
tG

1.679 ×W50%
(1)

The factor of 1.679 was used to calculate the width
at 13.4% height from the W50% peak width. This con-
version was necessary to compensate for the lacking
baseline separation of some peaks. The mean peak capac-
ity was then plotted against the flow rate (Figure 3B).
An increase in the mean peak capacity at higher flow
rates was noted. At the same time, a logarithmic rela-
tion between the flow rate and the mean peak area
was observed (Figure 3C). This effect is well known for
concentration-dependent detectors such as UV [33, 34].
At a lower flow rate, the analyte remains longer in the
flow cell and the response is increased. On the other hand,
an increase in the detector response (either peak height

or area) results in an increased peak width. Concluding,
the impact of the response on the peak width cannot be
distinctly differentiated from the impact of the flow rate.
An adjustment of the sample concentration (see Sec-

tion 2.4) was performed to compensate for the increasing
UV response. The variation of the peak response was min-
imized to about 5% between the individual runs to aid
comparability. As a result, the mean peak areas varied in a
much smaller range, with 0.5 ml/min still giving the high-
est response (198 000 area and 28 000 height units) and
1.1 ml/min showing the lowest (184 000 area and 25 000
height units). This was assessed to be the more produc-
tive approach considering the goal to use peak capacity
as an indicator of the performance. The optimization of
the method in terms of maximizing the number of peaks
and increasing their resolution, which is not impacted by
a broadening of the peaks due to a higher response, was
focused on. An increase in themethod’s sensitivitywas less
important at this point.
The 3-D response surface plot of themean peak capacity

(Figure 4A) shows that contrary to the observations made
before, when the same sample concentration was injected
for every flow rate, an increase in the peak capacity was
found based on the usage of a normalized sample concen-
tration. The lower the flow rate, the higher the mean peak
capacity. The calculation of the peak capacity of peak 4
(Figure 4B) and 14 (Figure 4C), which are representative
of either the first or the second group, showed converse
effects of the flow rate on both peaks. A lower peak capac-
ity caused by a broader peak was estimated for the later
eluting peak. Different reasons can be hypothesized for
this observation. The cyclic or linear shape and the varying
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F IGURE 3 A representative SFC-UV chromatogram is shown. The peaks 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 14 provide sufficient resolution to
calculate the peak width at 50% height (A). Mean peak capacity plotted against the flow rate (B). Mean peak height and area plotted against
the flow rate (C)

F IGURE 4 Response surface of the peak capacity ([A] mean of representative peaks, [B] peak 4, and [C] peak 14) plotted against the
flow rate and the gradient time

polarity of each component caused by the different amino
acid sequences can result in other interactions with the
stationary phase, which may result in varying retention
characteristics. A slight fronting of the late eluting peaks
can also indicate the presence of coeluting peaks. An
increase in the peak width and hence a decrease in the
peak capacity would then convert to an improved sepa-
ration. Following this idea, a further increase in the flow
rate should be beneficial to resolve these peaks. However,
due to the limitation of the instrument, a further increase
in the flow rate was not possible.
For the development of a puritymethod, a certain signal-

to-noise ratio needs to be achieved for relevant impurities.
Thus, a reduction of the flow ratemay be considered before

increasing the sample load on the column. On the other
hand, the sample load can also be reduced to increase the
resolution of the peaks and maintain the signal intensity
simultaneously.
Utilizing MS was also considered as an alternative

to evaluating the peak width. The instrument design
demands a flow split to minimize the carbon dioxide
decompression before entering the MS. Adding a make-
up flow prevents the analyte’s precipitation and reduces
the eluent’s decompression. A variation of the split ratio
based on the flow rate is known [35], which would
add more factors affecting the analyte’s response. After
revisiting these factors, MS detection was discarded to
evaluate peak capacity. Alternative evaporative detection
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F IGURE 5 Visualization of the impact of the chromatographic parameters gradient time and flow rate (A) and column temperature,
backpressure, and gradient time (B) on the separation of critical peak pairs. Colored areas indicate conditions under which the defined goals
were not achieved (note that mixed colors are possible). Therefore, white areas indicate conditions under which the best overall separation
was achieved. The black box indicates conditions used for further optimization

techniques, for example, evaporative light scattering detec-
tion, also demand a split of the flow and consequently are
impacted by the same factors.
However, additional performance indicators than peak

capacity, which do not necessarily reflect a better resolu-
tion, then were used. Thus, the resolution between peaks 3
and 4 was chosen as an indicator for the separation of the
first group and the resolution between peaks 12 and 13 for
the second group. In addition, the end peak to valley ratio
of peak 8 with 9 was used. Minimum values to be reached
were set and maximization of these was defined as goals
for the DoE (Figure 5A). For the improvement of the sep-
aration of the first group, lower rates were beneficial, but
higher flow rates increased the second group’s resolution.
An intermediate flow rate (0.7 ml/min) was estimated as
a reasonable compromise to be applicable for further opti-
mization in combination with a prolonged gradient time.
The impact of the backpressure and the column tem-

perature was investigated in the following experiment.
The same goals as in the previous experiment were set
and complemented by the peak-to-valley ratio of a newly

detectable peak. As indicated in the plot (Figure 5B), the
decrease in the column temperature resulted in the sepa-
ration of the additional peak 15 in the first group, which
was maximized at 30◦C. On the other hand, a coelution of
peaks 8 and 9 is present at these conditions, which were
separated at higher temperatures. An increase in the back-
pressure led to the coelution of peak 3 and 15, which were
better separated at 1500 psi. Again, a balance between an
improvement of the first and second group had to be found
and 41◦C combined with 1500 psi were set as the final
parameters.

3.4 Use as orthogonal andMS
compatible technique: RP-LC versus SFC
selectivity

A comparison between LC and SFC was performed to
highlight the potential of using SFC as an orthogonal
method. Each sample was analyzed via the newly devel-
oped SFC and the adopted LC method [28]. UV and MS
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F IGURE 6 UV chromatograms of tyrothricin analyzed via the optimized SFC (A) and the adapted RP-LC method (B)

TABLE 1 Overview of the characteristic peaks detected via SFC-MS

Peak Peptide m/z [M+2H]2+ expecteda) m/z [M+2H]2+ detected Rt [min]
1 Val-Gramicidin B 922.0415 922.1 6.93
2 Ile-Gramicidin C 937.0468 937.2 9.45
3 Val-Gramicidin C 930.0390 930.4 9.72
15 Ile-Gramicidin A 948.5548 948.6 9.89
4 Val-Gramicidin A 941.5470 941.9 10.17
5 Tyrocidine A 635.8351 635.9 16.30
6 Tyrocidine A1 642.8430 642.9 20.28
7/9 Tyrocidine B/B’ 655.3406 655.5 18.63/19.42
8/10 Tyrocidine B1/B1’ 662.3484 662.5 19.06/19.99
11 Tryptocidine B 666.8486 667.1 20.28
12 Tyrocidine C 674.8460 674.7 22.04
13 Tyrocidine C1 681.8539 682.1 22.46
14 Tryptocidine C 686.2540 686.1 22.97

a)Data obtained from Vosloo and Rautenbach [30].

detectionwere utilized to assign the peaks in bothmethods
(Figure 6).
The major peaks were assigned based on the MS data

published by Vosloo and Rautenbach [26]. The two peak
pairs 7/9 and 8/10 (Table 1), showing the samemass signal,
were detected via the SFC method. The authors describe

the presence of constitutional isomers due to a swap of
tryptophan and phenylalanine at positions 3 and 4 of the
amino acid sequence for tyrocidine B and B’ (m/z 655.5)
and tyrocidine B1 and B1’ (m/z 662.2). Concluding, separa-
tion of these isomers was achieved easily, which was not
possible in other studies utilizing RP-LC [26–28].
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In addition, a splitting of peaks 5, 6, 9, 10, and 12 was
found using SFC. During the evaluation of the peak capac-
ity, the presence of coeluting peaks was presumed for
some peaks of the second group, which now became more
evident. An increase in the overall resolution of the finger-
printwas initially set as the primary goal. The optimization
was consequently performed by balancing the first and
second groups. Nevertheless, the observations made dur-
ing the DoE-based optimization let us conclude that an
increase in the flow rate may result in a better separation
of these compounds if separating these individual isomers
would be of main interest.
Orthogonality was achieved when comparing the elu-

tion order of the RP-LC and the SFC method. The first
group is better resolved via RP-LC, but the second group
can be resolved much better using SFC. This demonstrates
the complementarity of both modes and the vast potential
of the parallel application during research and develop-
ment studies. In addition to the orthogonality, a much
better overall separation of the peaks and an improve-
ment of the overall peak shape were achieved via the SFC
method. In conclusion, the goals initially defined were
attained. Thus, developing a new SFC method for the
fingerprinting of tyrothricin was successful.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this study, we demonstrated SFC to be superior to RP-
LC for the separation of the complex peptide mixture in
tyrothricin. The application of DoE principles proved to
be beneficial during the optimization steps of the method
to account for the contrary conditions favored by either
the cyclic or the linear group. Peak capacity was shown
to be an excellent indicator to rate the performance of
experiments in the early steps performed during method
development if complemented by others like resolution or
peak-to-valley ratios. Isomeric peak pairs, which were not
resolved using RP-LC, were efficiently separated. Never-
theless, RP-LC is in favor of the separation of the earlier
eluting peaks, which shows that both techniques should be
established in a complementary manner or that the use of
SFC should be considered if separation cannot be achieved
via RP-LC.
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